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A Unique Slave System in the Americas
• Unprecedented scale of enslavement and death
• An estimated 12.4 million people forcibly removed from Africa
• Total mortality rate of 5 to 6 million
• Inheritable, Perpetual Bondage
• Race-Based Slavery
• Chattel slavery normalized
• No pre-scribed exit process

Race: White Over Black

• Servants or Slaves
• Increase in Mortality and Decrease in Indentured Servants
• Societies Free of American Indians
• Successful Flight
• Massive Death
• Characterized by English as Savage and Uncivil
• Race replaces Class—race and the law
• 1662 children inherit status of their mother
• 1670 People of African and Native descendent prohibited from holding slaves
• 1680 30 lashes to any Black person striking any white person
• 1691 any white person who married a Black person was banished and white
women who had children with Black men were indentured or fined or had their
servitude extended
• 1705 white servant could only be whipped naked by order of the justice of the
peace

Criminalizing Race—Not Being White Was
Deemed Suspicious and Policed
• “If any negroes or Indians either freemen, servants, or slaves,
do walk in the street of the town of Newport, or any other
town in this Collony, after nine of the clock of the night,
without a certificate from their masters, or some English
person of said family with them, or some lawfull excuse for
the same, that it shall be lawfull for any person to take them
up and deliver them to a Constable.”
• Passed by the Rhode Island General Assembly in 1703

The Constitution—A Proslavery Document
• Written primarily by the Enslaver Class
• 2/3 of the founding fathers held people in
bondage
• the other 1/3 of the founders fathers were
willing to compromise on the issue of slavery in order
to create a union (some opposed others were indifferent)
• Legal Protections for Race-Based of Slavery
• 3/5 Clause
• Fugitive slave Clause
• 1808 Slave Trade Law
• Northwest Ordinance
• 1790 Congress Limits Naturalized
Citizenship to White Person—overturned
in 1952 by the Immigration and Nationality
Act

Slave Patrols were the First Local Large Scale
Policing Systems in the Nation

• First appear in the colonial period—in emerging “slave societies”
• All adult able-Bodied white men were required to serve
in the slave patrols. Most patrollers were not slaveholders.
• Expanded as the 19th century
• Focused on the protection of property

